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Low-gravity ball-sports may help generate enthusiasm for future human-bases on the Moon and on Mars. In
this note we describe how intro-physics alone lets one show that familiar ball-sports may be exported to such
environments in two canonical forms, namely in “same-ball” and in “same-stadium” versions. The latter in
particular promises novel versions of these sports which involve the same forces and ball-energies, but take
place in slower “bullet-time” with enhanced momentum-effects (as well as augmented leaping-skills for the
players). One immediate spin-off of this is the possibility of passing around in class both “Moon” and “Mars”
baseballs, which weigh the same in their intended domains as does a baseball or cricket-ball on earth, to give
students a visceral sense of the need for separate units to keep track of mass and of weight, as well how life
on neighboring worlds feels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Introductory physics (at any level) equips students
with quantitative concepts of time, distance, velocity, ac-
celeration, energy, momentum and force that are useful
in sports settings on and off our planet. Terrestrial in-
stances of this abound1–5, while Gerard O’Neill’s explo-
ration of space-habitats6 (including recreational opportu-
nities in an artificial gravity world) with his intro-physics
classes at Princeton is an “off-planet” case in point.

In today’s world, as NASA and other countries pon-
der bases on our Moon and on Mars, another class of
explorations suggest themselves, namely low-gravity ball
sports to help colonists both entertain themselves and
stay in shape. Here we show that once more, introductory
physics classes can make a contribution to preparing our-
selves for these developments. Moreover, we show that
the explorations can provide students with first-hand in-
sight into the distinction between force and mass, as well
as into complementary roles for energy and momentum.

a)Electronic mail: pfraundorf@umsl.edu

II. THE GENERAL SOLUTION

Familiar equations from introductory physics allow
students to predict the acceleration due to gravity on the
surface of spherical object n of mass Mn and radius Rn as
gn = GMn/R

2
n. In particular, our reference-acceleration

for familiar ball-sports is the gravitational acceleration
on Earth (⊕), namely g⊕ ' 9.8[m/s

2
].

For simplicity we also assume that player strength (e.g.
as capacity for exerting force F ) and size (e.g. as the size
∆x of an arm swing) stays the same as on Earth. This
of course means that the work the player is able to do
on the ball (W = F∆x) remains the same, as does the
resulting ball kinetic-energy (K = 1

2mv2 ≤ W ) and ball
gravitational potential-energy (U = mgh ≤W ).

One general result of these assumptions, therefore, is
that the work done by player-muscles on the ball, the
kinetic-energies of the balls in motion, as well as the grav-
itational potential-energies of balls in their trajectories
will be (to first order) the same as those in the corre-
sponding games on earth. However, this does not mean
that times-aloft, ball velocities, or momenta will be the
same at all. On the contrary, as we shall see, this might
be what makes it fun to explore low-gravity ball-sports
downstream.

At this point we have also come to a fork in the
road, because familiar ball range R and maximum-height
H equations tell us (e.g. as an exercise) that energy-
products mgR and mgH are proportional to F∆x, which
doesn’t change. Since g changes, however, either ball
mass m or stadium size (assumed proportional to R and
H) must change.

One possibility may be to insist that we keep the ball’s
mass the same as the earth value i.e. m = m⊕. This pos-
sibility was explored for a variety of planets by Thomas
and Quick7. Another may be to insist that we keep the
size of the stadium (both maximum-height H ' H⊕ and
ball-range R ' R⊕) the same, at least as far as ball
trajectories are concerned. Other alternatives may also
exist, but it’s these two alternatives that we will concen-
trate on here.
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FIG. 1. Same-ball baseball on the moon. Time intervals are 0.2 seconds. That 10[m/s] label (22.4[mph]) is for the horizontal
velocity-component only. The total initial velocity is

√
2 times that, or about 31.6[mph].

TABLE I. Same-ball option with a wider and higher stadium.

Quantity Multiplier Mars Moon

gravity’s acceleration g g
g⊕

' 1
2.64

' 1
6.04

player force F ; stroke ∆x no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile energies W ; K; U no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile mass m no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile range R; height H
g⊕
g

' 2.64 ' 6.04

projectile speeds v no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile times-aloft t
g⊕
g

' 2.64 ' 6.04

impulse F∆t; momentum p no change ' 1 ' 1

III. SAME-BALL

Consequences of the “same-ball” option, whose fixed
ball-mass results in the need for a larger-stadium, is now
summarized in Table I. As above, it’s left as an exercise
for students to confirm that these results follow from the
assumptions described in the previous section.

The main problem here may be that the field/court
area increases by a factor of (g⊕/g)2, while field/court
volume increases by (g⊕/g)3. In spite of the longer
(×g⊕/g) time-intervals offset by decreased (×g/g⊕)
normal-forces and friction between player and ground,
the same number of players might have trouble cover-
ing e.g. 7 times the field-area on Mars or 36 times the
field-area on the Moon.

Can you even see a baseball that goes 6 times higher
and 6 times further? And then there is the question of
stadium real-estate costs, since you’ll probably want to
do it in a dome so that players don’t have to wear space-
suits.

TABLE II. Same-stadium option with a more massive ball.

Quantity Multiplier Mars Moon

gravity’s acceleration g g
g⊕

' 1
2.64

' 1
6.04

player force F ; stroke ∆x no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile energies W ; K; U no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile range R; height H no change ' 1 ' 1

projectile mass m
g⊕
g

' 2.64 ' 6.04

projectile speeds v
√

g
g⊕

' 3
5

' 2
5

projectile times-aloft t
√

g⊕
g

' 5
3

' 5
2

impulse F∆t; momentum p
√

g⊕
g

' 5
3

' 5
2

IV. SAME-STADIUM

The “same-stadium” option, whose requirement of un-
changed ball-trajectory ranges and heights means that
ball weight mg “on-location” is the same as the weight
m⊕g⊕ of a standard ball on Earth and hence that m =
(g⊕/g)m⊕, is summarized in Table II.

In context of the above, what are some ways to illus-
trate for students how the same force through the same
distance can result in the same kinetic energy but a differ-
ent amount of impulse-generated momentum (p = F∆t),
simply because the same force (F ) acts for a longer time
(∆t) over the same stroke-distance if the object-mass is
greater? One possibility is to go over some animations in
class, like those discussed in Fig. 2.

Another possibility is to consider the spring-force
launch (e.g. of a suction-cup dart) with “payloads” of
differing mass. The “muzzle velocity” v should be pro-
portional to 1/

√
m since Us = 1

2kx
2 = 1

2mv2 = K is
constant, the momentum p = mv ∝

√
m, and the launch
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FIG. 2. Still-frame analysis of the “same-stadium” baseball animations for a roughly 20[meter] “swing-pitch” cycle, using 5[kg]
pitching-machines and a common time-interval (roughly 0.50± 0.02 seconds) for “n-baseball trajectories on n”, where n = the
Moon (top, blue), Mars (middle, green) and the Earth (bottom, red).The length of the “pendulum-swing ropes” that carry the
pitching machines was set so that their quarter-period is equal to the arc-trajectory traverse-time between pendula, while the
initial pendulum displacement was set so that the ball-launch recoil stops the pendulum in its tracks. Hence the number of
dot-intervals spanning the 6 legs of each ball’s trajectory (10 intervals/leg for Moon, 7 intervals/leg for Mars, 4 intervals/leg
for Earth) should be the same.

height H ∝ m since K = 1
2mv2 = mgH = U is constant.

A way to get across the distinction between force and
mass is to pass around balls which will weigh the same
as an earth baseball on different worlds, like the Moon
and Mars. Ways to obtain such balls are discussed in the
next section.

V. MARS/MOON-BALL MANUFACTURE

Fig. 3 shows (at left) our first “Moon-baseball” proto-
type, which should have about 6 times the 5.1[oz] mass
of a standard baseball (at right). It was made simply by
wrapping ordinary duct-tape around a small iron can-
nonball, followed by addition of a single layer of white
tape with some pen markings for the stitches.

An iron ball diameter of about 2 1
4 inches should result

in the desired 31 ounce total. Our first protype used
a 2 inch iron ball instead, for a total mass closer to 24
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FIG. 3. Prototype “Moon-baseball” (left); strength-training
baseball (center); standard baseball (right).

ounces instead, and although good for playing catch does
not address the “coefficient of restitution” and strength
requirements necessary for hitting.

For the less-massive (2.46m⊕) “Mars-baseball”, a total
mass of about 13.5 ounces is required. Heavy “weighted
baseballs” in this mass-range (about 12 ounces) for
pitcher strength-training (center of Fig. 3) , and sep-
arately (about 14 ounces) for practice hitting with stan-
dard baseball bats, are available commercially.

One issue with all of these weighted balls is their
coefficient of restitution (or equivalently their “elastic-
fraction” on the bounce). Their rebound properties have
apparently not yet been considered as an element in their
design. Another issue, particularly with the iron-core
Moon-baseball, is the drastically increased moment of in-
ertia that would make curve-ball tossing more difficult.

Options to improve on the iron core’s rotational-mass
would be a smaller (1.6 inch diameter) platinum core, or
even better a stainless-steel encased-core of liquid mer-
cury. The latter might allow most of the mass to be in a
form which does not need to “spin-up” immediately, as
the ball rolls off the fingers of the pitcher.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Today already these “world-specific” same-stadium
balls can play a role in physics education. For instance
you might ask students to separately compare inertial-
mass, weight, rotational-mass8, and “elastic-fraction” on
the bounce9 for a regulation Earth baseball, with these
properties of model Mars and Moon baseballs being
passed around in class. The primary change on the Moon
for a well-engineered Moon-baseball is that it will weigh
what the Earth-baseball does here, and hence should be
possible to throw and hit as far on the Moon (albeit more
slowly) as is possible for an Earth baseball (or cricket-
ball) here.

How to engineer “well-designed” Mars and Moon base-
balls is also a potential topic of discussion. Weighted
training-baseballs in the 13.5 ounce “Mars-baseball”

FIG. 4. Same-stadium moon-baseball trails for the same
shutter-speed would be only 2

5
× as long.

range are available commercially for pitching, and sep-
arately for batting. Seemingly designed to either “feel-
right” or to “protect your favorite bat”, none of these that
we’ve examined show either the bounce or the rotational-
mass of a regular ball. Even fewer choices will be avail-
able to students interested in meeting these design objec-
tives with a ball designed for “same-stadium” baseball on
the Moon.

Some phenomenal defensive ball-catches may end up
on film in “same-stadium” baseball e.g. on the moon,
given the fact that players may be able to jump signifi-
cantly (on the order of 6×) higher. The added ball mo-
mentum (in spite of its lower speed), in that context,
might occasionally result in an outfielder jumping higher
than the outfield wall, only to find herself carried over
the wall by the momentum of the ball she just caught.
Would that be a homerun, or an out?

Just as moonball would appear to be in “bullet-time”
(cf. Fig. 4) albeit with enhanced momentum-effects,
sped up videos of low-gravity ball-sports might look like
ordinary baseball with unusually light-weight humans. In
that context, simulation of such events might make for a
range of enjoyable class projects.

Many other details remain to be addressed, in baseball
as well as in other ball-sports that might be of interest
in low-gravity settings. A simple example of this in the
baseball context is auxiliary equipment design e.g. of the
bats and glove. Would it make sense, for instance, to
increase the mass of the bat10 in proportion to that of
the ball, so that the speeds of impact and ejection are
correspondingly slower?

Finally, although nationalism has been a key moti-
vation historically for manned-missions to other worlds,
public curiosity about sport challenges might play a fu-
ture role as well. In that context we’re hoping that NASA
might help catalyze the manufacture of mission-related
balls of this sort, so that “future astronauts” in the gen-
eral public can start getting a feel here today for the
challenges of living and playing elsewhere in the future.
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